Electro-Oxidation of Glucose in Alkaline Media on Graphene Sheets Decorated with Gold Nanoparticles
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ABSTRACT

In this study the catalytic properties of gold nanoparticles in electro-oxidation process of glucose, were investigated, taking into account, an influence of catalyst composition. Graphene oxide was applied and for electro-oxidation studies of glucose, cyclic voltamperometry was used. It was found that an application of graphene oxide sheets during catalyst synthesis have an influence on gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) size and size distribution. It was confirmed that the application of composite catalyst consisting of graphane-AuNPs significantly changes electro-oxidation of glucose shifting the potential of oxidation to higher positive values and increasing oxidation current.
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1. Introduction

Graphene oxide (GO) is rich in oxygen carbon base material with thickness of a single carbon layer. Thanks to two-dimensional (2D) structure, GO has high specific surface area about 2985 m²/cm³ (in respect to 1 cm³ of bulk graphite). Its surface is covered mainly with epoxide and hydroxyls groups (sp³-hybridization), and its edges with carboxyl and carbonyl ones (sp²-hybridization) [1-3]. Thanks to the presence of functional groups the GO surface exhibits hydrophilic properties and can be stable in the form of an aqueous suspension.

Historically this form of carbon is known for the very long time. Probably for the first time GO was obtained by Brodie [4] who treated a graphite with a mixture of concentrated nitric and sulphuric acids (in proportion of 1 to 4, respectively). Since that time the number of publications on preparation of graphite oxide appeared. For example, in 1957, Hummers and co-workers [5] described in details the method in which graphite flakes were mixed with sodium nitrate, potassium permanganate and concentrated sulfuric acid. At present, this method is commonly called as Hummer’s method.

GO is known to be a catalyst carrier as investigated e.g. by Mastalir and co-workers [6] who showed that palladium, deposited on graphite oxide enhances catalytic property in hydrogenation of 3-hexyne and 4-octyne. It was found that in the case of the first reactant, GO-Pd catalyst indicated stereo selectivity exceeding 98%. AuNPs is also known to exhibit interesting catalytic properties [7] in electro-oxidation of methanol [8,9], carbon monoxide [10-12], ethylene glycol [13], glycerol [10], benzyl alcohol [10], cyclohexane [10]. It seems interesting to find out how those properties will change when AuNPs are deposited on GO and this subject of the present study.

Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) can be obtained by several different methods e.g. chemical reduction [14,15], thermal decomposition of precursor [16], laser ablation [17], and electrochemical [18]. These methods yield particles differing in size and shape and in turn indicate different properties e.g. light absorption, intensity of plasmon resonance, red/blue-shift of maximum wavelength of plasmon peak, etc. [19].

Glucose is a simple sugar, which can be easily extracted from the plants. At the ambient temperature is stable, and from the technical point of view it can be used as an energy storing material. In living organism the glucose is a substance, which can be oxidized in several steps to carbon dioxide and water. In a first step, glucose is oxidized to gluconic acid according to reaction (1).

\[
C_6H_{12}O_6 + \frac{1}{2}O_2 \rightarrow C_6H_{10}O_6 + H_2O
\]
For such reaction, the value of the change of Gibbs energy (∆G) is equal to −251 [kJ/mol] (Kerzenmacher et al., 2008) and the process of glucose oxidation is spontaneous.

However, it is well known that reaction (1) is very slow at ambient condition. To increase the efficiency of this process the application of catalyst is required. As a catalyst material the metal nanoparticles [20–22] or enzyme can be used. In fact, in the literature there is a significant number of publications, containing information about potential application of sugar in alkaline fuel cells (AFC) [23–25]. It was also found that gold nanoparticles surface modified with glucose oxidase can be used as biosensor for detecting glucose [26].

The aim of this work was to investigate the electro-oxidation properties of glucose catalyzed by gold nanoparticles deposited on graphene sheets. For this study glassy carbon (GC) electrode as a template for catalyst materials was used (surface area 0.196 cm²). To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time when gold nanoparticles on graphene sheets were synthesized in microflow reactor and used as the catalyst in glucose electro-oxidation.

2. Experiments

Cyclic voltamperometry (CV) measurements were followed by nitrogen flushing through analyzed solution to remove oxygen from the sample (flushing time was about 15 min). Working electrode was prepared as follow: on freshly polished surface of glassy carbon electrode (polishing grain 0.05 µm—aluminium oxide), 20 µL of freshly prepared colloidal suspension was spread of GC on glassy carbon electrode (polishing grain 0.05 µm—aluminium oxide). Working electrode was prepared as follow: on freshly polished surface of glassy carbon electrode as a template for catalyst materials was used (surface area 0.196 cm²). To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time when gold nanoparticles on graphene sheets were synthesized in microflow reactor and used as the catalyst in glucose electro-oxidation.

2.1. Chemicals

Gold (III) chloride complex ions solution was obtained by dissolving metallic gold (purity 99.99%) in aqua regia. An excess of nitric acid was evaporated. Obtained dry mass of HAuCl₄ was dissolved in concentrated hydrochloride acid to remove trace of nitric acid. This step was repeated several times. Finally, pure tetrachloride aurate acid was dissolved in water to obtain solution of 0.1 M. This basic solution was later used in experiments after suitable dilution.

Graphene oxide was purchased from Graphene Supermarket⁷, as a dispersion in water (initial concentration 5 g/L). This liquid has brown color. According to the supplier specification, 60% of the dispersed mass has thickness of 1 atomic layer.

Dimethylaminoborane complex, DMAB, (supplied by Sigma-Aldrich >97%) was used as a reducing agent. Glucose used during catalytic properties studies of graphene sheets decorated with gold nanoparticles was obtained from Chempur (anhydrous, p.a).

2.2. Catalyst Preparation

Gold nanoparticles were synthesized by the chemical reduction of gold (III) salt in amicroflow reactor (details are given in paper in press). Inputs and outputs of the reactor channels are presented schematically in Figure 1. An aqueous solution containing gold (III) chloride ions at initial concentration of 5 × 10⁻⁴ M was mixed with a graphene oxide sheet (mass weight ratio: mGO/mAu = 1:1). In case of naked AuNPs synthesis, GO stream was replaced by water. The obtained solution was mixed with 5 × 10⁻³ M aqueous solution of DMAB in the proportion 2:1 (volumetric ratio). After less than 1 second colloidal gold was obtained and clear transparent solution changed the color to red. Flow rate of each reagent across of microreactor was maintained at 1 mL/min.

2.3. UV-Vis Spectrum

The suspensions obtained using the micro flow reactor was analyzed spectrophotometrically (Shimadzu model U-2501PC, Japan). The first spectrum (Figure 2—red color, solid line) was registered 5 minutes after gold nanoparticles had been prepared (without graphene oxide). The next spectrum (Figure 2—black color, dash line) was registered after gold chloride complex reduction in the presence of graphene oxide sheets.

2.4. Microscopy Analysis

SEM analyses were carried out using Hitachi SU-70 microscope. One drop of Au concentrate (10 minutes after its preparation) was placed on a copper grid covered with a 20 - 30 nm carbon film, and next was left to dry at room temperature. The observations were performed also by transmission electron microscope (TEM) 24 h after preparation. Particles size and size distribution were determined using ImageJ application (ver. 1.46 r). The obtained results are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Image of graphene sheet decorated with gold nanoparticles is shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that gold nano-
Table 2. The UV-V is spectrums obtained for colloids as a result of a chemical Au (III) ions reduction with DMAB addition. The length of optical path \( l = 1 \) cm.

Figure 2. The UV-V is spectrums obtained for colloids as a result of a chemical Au (III) ions reduction with DMAB addition. The length of optical path \( l = 1 \) cm.

Figure 3. SEM micrograph of AuNPs deposited on graphene surface (b) and particles size distribution (a).

Figure 4. SEM image of AuNPs obtained without graphene (b) and particles size distribution (a).

Figure 5. SEM micrograph of AuNPs deposited on graphene surface (b) and particles size distribution (a).

Figure 6. SEM image of AuNPs obtained without graphene (b) and particles size distribution (a).

The detailed structure investigations of the prepared material were carried out with high resolution Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM) Hitachi HD-2700 (200 kV, Cs corrected). The high resolution observations showed that the size of gold particles is truly in nanorange, in good agreement with previous analyses. Also, it has been observed that some of Au nanoparticles show five-fold symmetry (Figure 5). Five-fold symmetry was observed in small particles and quasi-crystals. That kind of symmetry has been observed.

2.4.1. HR STEM Analysis
The detailed structure investigations of the prepared material were carried out with high resolution Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM) Hitachi HD-2700 (200 kV, Cs corrected). The high resolution observations showed that the size of gold particles is truly in nanorange, in good agreement with previous analyses. Also, it has been observed that some of Au nanoparticles show five-fold symmetry (Figure 5). Five-fold symmetry was observed in small particles and quasi-crystals. That kind of symmetry has been observed.
reported [27,28] for face-centered cubic structures in the early stages of particle growth. Such symmetry in fcc structures results in a lattice along fivefold-axis and gives rise to the inner stresses in growing crystals. The maximum size of five-fold particles without distortion has been reported [28] to be around 40 nm.

It is well known that the shape of gold particles of the size of a few nanometers shows morphologies which include cubeoctahedral, octahedral, truncated octahedral, icosahedral, pentagonal decahedral shapes and their twinned variants. A decahedral MTP (multiply twinned particles) can be described as the aggregate of five slightly distorted tetrahedra joined with a twinning relationship on their facets [29]. Thus the dihedral angle between two continuous tetrahedra is 72˚ instead of 70.5˚. The icosahedral MTP consists of 20 of such tetrahedra joined in the same way. So the generated gap of 7.5˚ among the tetrahedra induces significant strain generating dislocations and other structural defects.

The HR STEM image of gold nanoparticle with fivefold symmetry is shown in Figure 5. The particle with the size of 12 nm has a round shape and five twin boundaries are indicated by arrows (which are better seen in HAADF STEM image—Figure 6(a)). One can observe disordered twin boundaries and other defects, such as dislocations (which are better seen on filtrated image—Figure 6(b)) and stacking faults. This image clearly shows that the five parts have twin relations at their boundaries. In this image, two dimensional lattice fringes with separations of 2.36 Å and 2.35 Å, which correspond to the lattice spacings of (11-1) and (1-1-1), respectively, are also visible. The angle between those lattices is equal to 69.34˚. The reference and experimental data are collected in Table 1.

HR STEM image of the center of the Au nanoparticle from Figure 6: decahedral MTP (multiply twinned particles).

Table 1. Reference vs. experimental data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Exp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d_{11-1}</td>
<td>2.36 Å</td>
<td>2.36 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d_{1-1-1}</td>
<td>2.36 Å</td>
<td>2.35 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α</td>
<td>70.53˚</td>
<td>69.34˚</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.2 Catalytic Properties Study

Electro-oxidation of glucose was investigated using the experimental setup shown schematically in Figure 8. As a reference electrode, saturated calomel electrode was used. As a counter electrode, platinum mesh was applied. First, cyclic voltammograms of pure GC electrode and GC covered by AuNPs deposited on graphene sheet were obtained only with base electrolyte, without glucose. Small peak at potential −0.01 V (Figure 9(b)) was observed which can be explained as caused by the traces of oxygen remaining in the solution adsorbed on AuNPs surface.

Next, to make sure that pure GC electrode did not catalyse oxidation of glucose, cyclic voltammogram in 10 mM of glucose solution was acquired.
Figure 8. Scheme of the setup for electro-oxidation of glucose: 1-potentiostat, 2-reference electrode, 3-working electrode, 4-aqueous solution of glucose and sodium hydroxide, 5-salt bridge, 6-counter electrode.

Figure 9. Cyclic voltammogram in 0.1 M NaOH, A-GC electrode without Au, B-GC electrode covered with gold nanoparticles decorated graphene sheet.

These experiments (Figures 9(a), (b) and 10) showed no peak during cyclic voltammograms studies. It confirms that GC electrode is inert in system of interest.

Cyclic voltammograms of electro-oxidation of glucose are shown in Figure 11 (scan direction indicated by arrows). It can be noted that independently of kind of catalyst used in the experiments three peaks were observed. For GC-gold catalyst (Figure 11(b)) first peak was observed at the potential $-0.42$ V. Location of this peak agrees with the results obtained by Feng [30] who performed experiments in 0.1 M NaOH using gold nanoparticle-chitosan composite film as a catalyst. Pasta and co-workers [25,31], suggested that this peak can be attributed to dehydrogenation of anomeric carbon, in good agreement with the results of Basu et al. [24].

Second peak was observed at the potential $0.22$ V. Also in this case the location of the peak is in good agreement with the results obtained by Feng [30]. Pasta et al. suggested that long left shoulder of this voltammograms corresponds to several different processes taking place at similar potentials. In our opinion it is an effect of superposition two processes: an adsorption of oxygen traces dissolved in the base electrolyte (Figure 8(b)), and further oxidation of gluconolactone generated during glucose electro-oxidation in first step [30].

It can be seen, that the application of Au-graphene catalyst changes significantly CV curves. First, a shift of the peaks can be observed. For the points “a” and “a’” this shift is equal to 0.06 V, while for “b” and “b’”—equal to 0.03 V. A remarkably high shift can be observed for points “c” and “c’”—from 0.18 to 0.09 V. The changes in peak positions are accompanied by changes in
current density. These changes, however, can be evaluated only after adjusting for the variable size distribution of nanogold particles. To this end, surface area of gold nanoparticles was calculated for the experimentally determined particles size distributions and assuming their spherical shape. The number of particles with the radius \( R \) can be calculated using Equation (2)

\[
N_i = \frac{C_{0, \text{Au}(I)} \cdot V \cdot M_{\text{m,Au}}}{\rho_{\text{Au}} \cdot 4 \cdot 3 \pi R_i^3} \tag{2}
\]

where:
- \( N_i \) — Number of particles in \( R_i \) radius;
- \( M_{\text{m,Au}} \) — Molar mass of gold;
- \( C_{0, \text{Au}(I)} \) — Initial concentration of gold salt;
- \( V \) — Value of suspension used in synthesis of electrode (in this case 20 \( \mu \text{L} \));
- \( \rho_{\text{Au}} \) — Gold density for fcc structure (19.3 g/cm\(^3\)) \[32\];
- \( R_i \) — Radius of “i” fraction of gold nanoparticles;
- \( F_{R_i} \) — Fraction of gold nanoparticles in %.

The number of particles as a function of their radius can be used to determine surface area of the electrode taking into account size distribution of those particles, as follows:

\[
S = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( N_i \cdot 4 \cdot \pi \cdot R_i^2 \right) \tag{3}
\]

It was found that surface area of AuNPs-GO is equal to \( 13 \times 10^{-3} \text{ m}^2 \) and \( 5.7 \times 10^{-3} \text{ m}^2 \) for naked AuNPs. Truly surface area of AuNPs-GO in compare to naked AuNPs is about 2.3 times higher, respectively. It seems that graphene plays an important role as stabilizing agent for gold nanoparticles.

3. Conclusions

Glucose electro-oxidation may have potential applications in several fields e.g. medicine for glucose measurements in blood, power engineering in fuel cells and in the chemical industry for gluconic acid and other chemicals production.

In this study we showed that synthesis of graphene-gold catalyst leads to the formation of a new kind of catalyst which is more active that its standard counterpart. Apparent current density of the glucose oxidation, in-
creases from 1.16 mA/cm² up to 3.82 mA/cm² (in respect to GC surface area). However, taking into account differences in the particles size and size distribution, truly surface area of catalyst is equal to $13 \times 10^{-3}$ m² for AuNPs-GO and $5.7 \times 10^{-3}$ m² for naked AuNPs. Taking it into account oxidation current density on gold-graphene catalyst is about 31% higher than on naked AuNPs. It may suggest that gold nanoparticles size influences catalytic properties, but it cannot be excluded, that graphene also plays an important role during this oxidation process.
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